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 Cognates are words that are orthographically, semantically, and syntactically similar in 
two languages. There are over 20,000 Spanish-English cognates in the Spanish and English 
languages. Empirical research has shown that cognates facilitate vocabulary acquisition and 
reading comprehension for language learners when compared to noncognate words. 
 In this study, transparency ratings for over two thousand nouns and adjectives drawn 
from the Juilland and Chang-Rodríguez’ Spanish Word Frequency Dictionary were collected. 
The purpose for collecting the ratings was to provide researchers with calibrated materials to 















Transparency Ratings for Spanish–English Cognate Words 
An individual’s vocabulary is one of the best predictors of reading comprehension. In 
general, the larger an individual’s vocabulary, the better the comprehension. Fortunately for 
English Language Learners (ELLs) whose native language is Spanish, English and Spanish have 
in common more than 20,000 words that are orthographically, syntactically, and semantically 
equivalent. The usefulness of Spanish-English cognates is punctuated by the fact that these 
words are among the most frequently used in the English language (Johnston, 1941; Montelongo, 
2002). 
Educational researchers and practitioners have long been aware that cognates are among 
the easiest vocabulary items for second language learners to acquire regardless of the language 
(Lado, 1957; Laufer, 1990). However, research has failed to differentiate between those cognates 
that are easily recognized from those which are not. One of the reasons for the non-specificity of 
the research lies in the fact that investigators have typically used stimulus materials without 
calibrating these materials for cognate transparency. A first step toward the effective study of 
cognates as a linguistic language population is to collect transparency ratings of these words in 
order to numerically differentiate the levels of transparency among them.  
Researchers can use these ratings of cognate transparency to empirically determine the 
psychological reality of cognates, and their facilitative or inhibitory effects on reading 
comprehension and vocabulary development. The major purpose of this study is to provide 
researchers with calibrated materials they can use to conduct experiments requiring the use of 
cognates as stimulus materials.  
In order to maximize the utility of these ratings, the cognate stimuli for the experiment 
were drawn from the Juilland and Chang-Rodríguez (1964) Spanish word frequency book. This 
frequency dictionary provides frequency of usage statistics for over 5,000 Spanish words. The 
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present investigators chose to draw the cognate word stimuli for ratings from a Spanish word 
frequency book in order to ensure that researchers have access to a built-in Spanish word 
frequency source in addition to a measure of cognate transparency.  
Methodology 
In this study, 2,401 Spanish-English cognate nouns and adjectives were rated for 
transparency on a scale of 1 to 7. There were 813 adjective pairs and 1588 noun pairs. 
Instrument. The instrument for this study on Spanish English cognates was developed 
by identifying the cognate nouns and adjectives in Julliand and Chang-Rodríguez’s (1964) 
Frequency Dictionary of Spanish Words. Of the two thousand four hundred and one Spanish 
words that had English cognate equivalents, two-thirds or (1,588) were nouns and the remaining 
one-third (813) were cognate adjectives. Since nouns and adjectives are the most frequently used 
stimulus materials, verbs, adverbs, prepositions, and other word types were not included. 
To provide an anchor for the ratings of the cognates, 126 non-cognate nouns and 
adjectives were also included in the instrument. The non-cognates consisted of an English word 
and its translation, such as the English word, “rain,” and the Spanish word, “lluvia.” 
The list was typed into 2 columns per page with the noncognate pairs interspersed among 
the cognate pairs into a 33-page booklet. Each item in the instrument contained an English word, 
its Spanish equivalent, and in between the two words a line with a blank space on which the 
participants would rate the pair on cognate transparency. Participants were instructed to write a 
number indicating a rating, in which 7 meant the pairs were “identical” and a rating of 1 meant 






The participants were 41 college students in their junior and senior years enrolled in 
education courses at a local state university in California. There were 36 females and 5 males. 35 
of the participants were between the ages of 20 and 22 and the other six were between the ages 
of 27 and 30. 
Procedures 
The participants were given directions that included a definition of cognates. They were 
also informed of the purpose of the ratings. Specifically, they were advised that these ratings 
would be used by educational researchers and textbook authors to create materials for English 
Language Learners. In order to provide the participants with grounding for their ratings, the 
participants were also provided with various examples and ratings of Spanish-English cognate 
words from a previous study (Montelongo, 2002). To reduce an order effect, all the participants 
were instructed to begin on different pages. The participants were also instructed to complete the 
ratings in 20- to 30-minute sessions over a 3-week period to avoid fatigue. Students received 
course credit for completing the cognate ratings. 
Scoring 
Once the ratings were completed, the data was entered into a Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheet. Before the mean and standard deviations were calculated, the three highest and the 
three lowest scores for each cognate pair were eliminated in order to reduce the effect of outliers 
on the means and standard deviations. Thus, the means and standard deviations are based on the 





Results and Discussion 
The forty-one respondents rated the transparency of 2,401 cognate and 126 noncognate 
pairs on a scale of 1 to 7. The mean ratings for the corpus of Spanish-English cognates was 4.943  
(sd.=1.244). The transparency ratings for each of the Spanish-English noun cognate pairs are 
included in Table 1. The mean transparency ratings for the noun cognate pairs 4.860 (s.d. = 
1.257). The transparency ratings for each of the Spanish-English adjective cognate pairs are 
included in Table 2. The mean transparency ratings for the adjectival cognate pairs was 5.107 
(sd. = 1.201).  
______________________________ 
Insert Table 1 about here  
______________________________ 
 The distribution of ratings is presented in Figure 3. Approximately two-thirds of the 
transparency ratings ranged from 4.0 to slightly less than 6.0. At the upper end of the 
distribution, there were 173 pairs that were rated as identical. Conversely, twenty percent of the 
cognate pairs received transparency ratings less than 4.0. 
Many of the words that were in the 6.00 to 6.999 range differed by an accent mark as in 
the pairs, habitual—habítual and carbon-carbón. The majority of pairs fell in the 5.0 to 5.9999 
category. These cognate pairs tended to be those words that differed in one letter (native—
nativo), word ending suffix (generous—generoso or attention-atención) or the presence of the 
double consonant in the English word (different—diferente). The cognate pairs rated lower than 
5.0 tended to be those that contained vastly different word endings (disaster-desastre or 
mentioned—mencionado). Many of the cognate pairs that fell in the 1.0 to 3.0 range tended to 
differ in their first letters (uncertain—incierto or government-gobierno) or possess vastly 
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different spelling (feigned—fingido). The distribution of the adjective cognate ratings, along 
with examples of these, is included in Table 2. 
Conclusions 
This study provides transparency ratings for 2,401 Spanish-English cognate pairs show a 
range of differentiation from those pairs that were ranked identical, or ranked as a 7, to those 
cognate pairs that were somewhat similar, ranked as a 5, and those pairs that were very 
dissimilar, and ranked as 1 or a 2.  Researchers may use the ratings to generate stimuli for 
experiments on the effects of cognates on learning. 
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Table 1. Transparency Ratings for 1,588 nouns. 
English Word Spanish Word Rating S.D. 
abandon abandono 6 0 
ability habilidad 2.743  1.421 
abnegation abnegación 5.743 0.443 
absence ausencia 3.514  1.011 
abstraction abstracción 5.571 0.655 
abundance abundancia 5.257 0.611 
abuse abuso 5.8 0.406 
abyss abismo 3.6  0.847 
academy academia 5.686 0.471 
accent acento 5.257 0.78 
accident accidente 6 0.343 
accomplishment cumplimiento 2.343  0.998 
accord acuerdo 3.486  0.853 
account cuenta 1.629  1.003 
accusation acusación 5.4 0.553 
acquisition adquisición 4.886 0.758 
act acto 5.914 0.284 
action acción 5 0.728 
activity actividad 5.057 0.639 
actor actor 7 0 
actress actriz 4.4 0.736 
actuality actualidad 4.771 0.69 
acuity agudeza 2.514  0.658 
adhesion adhesión 6.6 0.497 
English Word Spanish Word Rating S.D. 
administration administración 5.857 0.355 
administrator administrador 5.829 0.382 
admiral almirante 3.743 0.817 
admiration admiración 5.857 0.355 
adolescence adolescencia 5.486 0.562 
adornment adorno 4.286 0.71 
advantage ventaja 1.4  0.553 
adventure aventura 5.286 0.667 
advice aviso 3.857 0.772 
advocate abogado 3.057  1.027 
affect afecto 5.629 0.49 
affinity afinidad 4.714 0.622 
affirmation afirmación 5.714 0.458 
age edad 1.171  0.382 
agent agente 5.886 0.404 
agriculture agricultura 5.829 0.382 
air aire 5.943 0.236 
airplane aeroplano 4.657 0.639 
alarm alarma 6 0 
alcohol alcohol 7 0 
alcove alcoba 3.771 0.942 
alliance alianza 4.429 0.698 
allusion alusión 5.657 0.539 
almanac almanaque 4.514 0.781 
Cognate Nouns 
altar altar 7 0 
alteration alteración 5.714 0.458 
alumnus alumno 4.771 0.646 
ambassador embajador 2.657  1.056 
ambient ambiente 5.971 0.169 
ambit ámbito 5.829 0.382 
ambition ambición 5.743 0.443 
amendment enmienda 2.4  1.006 
amplitude amplitud 5.686 0.583 
analogy analogía 5.257 0.657 
analysis análisis 5.314 0.718 
anatomy anatomía 5.314 0.718 
anecdote anécdota 5.829 0.382 
angle ángulo 4.343 0.838 
anguish angustia 4.543 0.611 
animation animación 5.857 0.355 
announcement anuncio 3.486  0.853 
antecedent antecedente 5.829 0.382 
antipathy antipatía 5.143 0.43 
antiquity antigüedad 4.143 0.772 
anxiety ansia 2.771  0.690 
anxiety ansiedad 3.429  0.979 
aperture apertura 5.857 0.355 
apparatus aparato 4.286 0.71 
apparition aparición 5.514 0.507 
appearance apariencia 4.143 0.845 
appetite apetito 5.143 0.55 
applause aplauso 5.057 0.639 
application aplicación 5.486 0.702 
appreciation apreciación 5.6 0.604 
aptitude aptitud 5.857 0.355 
arbor árbol 5.543 0.591 
arc arco 5.829 0.514 
arch arco 5.343 0.591 
archetype arquetipo 3.743 1.067 
architect arquitecto 4.314 0.9 
architecture arquitectura 5.114 0.583 
archive archivo 5.914 0.284 
area área 6.829 0.382 
argument argumento 5.914 0.284 
aristocracy aristocracia 5.314 0.583 
article artículo 4.943 0.684 
artifice artífice 6.657 0.482 
artillery artillería 5.2 0.632 
artist artista 5.943 0.236 
ascendancy ascendencia 4.886 0.867 
ascendant ascendente 5.629 0.49 
aspect aspecto 5.943 0.236 
aspiration aspiración 5.771 0.426 
assassin asesino 3.743 0.701 
assassination asesinato 4.371 0.646 
assault asalto 4.6 0.497 
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assay ensayo 2.057  1.187 
assembly asamblea 5 0.804 
assistant asistente 4.914 0.781 
association asociación 5.657 0.482 
astro astro 7 0 
astronomy astronomía 5.486 0.507 
atelier taller 1.543  0.817 
atheneum ateneo 2.543  0.701 
athlete atleta 4.257 0.611 
atmosphere atmósfera 4.143 0.974 
atom átomo 5.8 0.406 
atrium atrio 4.6 0.651 
attack ataque 4.114 0.758 
attention atención 5.657 0.639 
attestor testigo 1.6  0.847 
attitude actitud 4.029 0.822 
attraction atracción 5.4 0.604 
attribute atributo 5.314 0.631 
audacity audacia 4.971 0.568 
audience audiencia 5.486 0.612 
author autor 5.2 0.677 
authority autoridad 4.657 0.591 
auto auto 7 0 
automobile automóvil 5.229 0.598 
autumn otoño 1.171  0.382 
balance balanza 4.8 0.632 
balcony balcón 5.143 0.692 
band banda 6 0 
bank banco 4.686 0.797 
banner bandera 3.4  1.063 
banquet banquete 5.6 0.695 
barbarian bárbaro 4.571 0.608 
bark barco 5.2 0.584 
baron barón 6.743 0.443 
barricade barricada 5.771 0.426 
barrier barrera 4.286 0.825 
base base 7 0 
battle batalla 3.914 0.742 
bay bahía 3.771 0.731 
benediction bendición 5.086 0.781 
benefit beneficio 5.057 0.639 
bill billete 4.057 0.725 
bishop obispo 1.743  0.714 
block bloque 4.429 0.815 
bomb bomba 6 0 
border borde 5.486 0.612 
bottle botella 4.657 0.639 
brevity brevedad 4.343 0.684 
bust busto 6 0 
button botón 3.971 0.785 
cabinet gabinete 3.114  0.802 
cadaver cadáver 6.543 0.611 
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calculus cálculo 4.6 0.553 
calendar calendario 5.4 0.553 
camera cámara 5.886 0.404 
campaign campaña 4.086 0.658 
campus campo 4.629 0.808 
canal canal 7 0 
cane caña 5.143 0.81 
cannon cañón 5.629 0.49 
canon canon 7 0 
capacity capacidad 5 0.42 
caparison caparazón 4.514 0.853 
cape cabo 3.457  1.094 
capital capital 7 0 
caprice capricho 4.743 0.611 
captain capitán 5.514 0.612 
car carro 5.086 0.702 
carbon carbón 6.457 0.485 
cardinal cardenal 5.229 0.973 
career carrera 4.657 0.684 
caress caricia 3.657 0.968 
cargo cargo 7 0 
case caso 5.686 0.53 
casino casino 7 0 
caste casta 5.714 0.572 
castigation castigo 4.4 0.553 
castle castillo 4.457 0.657 
casualty casualidad 4.343 0.802 
cat gato 1.714  0.957 
catalogue catálogo 5 0.594 
catastrophe catástrofe 5.457 0.505 
category categoría 5.514 0.562 
cathedral catedral 5.6 0.497 
cause causa 5.943 0.236 
cavalier caballero 2.943  0.802 
cavalry caballería 2.886  0.676 
cave cueva 3.571  0.917 
ceiling cielo 3.657 0.765 
celebration celebración 5.829 0.382 
cell célula 4.029 0.707 
cell celda 4.057 0.838 
cemetery cementerio 4.714 0.519 
centenary centenario 5.971 0.923 
center centro 5.457 0.701 
century centuria 4.971 0.664 
cerebrum cerebro 4.371 0.91 
certitude certeza 3.6  0.812 
chain cadena 2.743  0.817 
champion campeón 3.771 0.843 
chant canto 3.771 1.031 
chaos caos 5.371 0.731 
chapel capilla 2.743  0.741 
chapter capítulo 2.314  0.963 
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character carácter 5 0.874 
characteristic característico 5.114 0.718 
characteristic característica 5.229 0.731 
charge carga 3.143  0.845 
charity caridad 3.514  0.781 
chart carta 3.6  0.695 
check cheque 4.6 0.604 
chemistry química 1.857  1.004 
chief jefe 1.4  0.604 
chimera quimera 3.914 1.483 
chimney chimenea 4.771 0.77 
chocolate chocolate 7 0 
choir coro 2.914  0.742 
chord cuerda 3.086  1.197 
chronicle crónica 3.686 0.758 
chronicler cronista 3.086  0.702 
cigarette cigarro 4.371 0.77 
cinema cinema 7 0 
cipher cifra 3.171  0.891 
circle círculo 4.771 0.547 
circumstance circunstancia 4.857 0.648 
citation cita 3.571  1.119 
city ciudad 3.2  0.901 
civilization civilización 6.086 0.373 
claim reclamo 2.457  1.336 
clarification aclaración 3.257  1.067 
clarity claridad 4.686 0.583 
class clase 5.571 0.655 
clef clave 3.429  1.267 
cleric clérigo 4.4 0.695 
client cliente 5.943 0.236 
clientele clientela 5.886 0.323 
climate clima 4.829 0.514 
clinic clínica 5.943 0.236 
cloister claustro 3.8 0.92 
club club 7 0 
coach coche 4.086 0.887 
coast costa 4.229 0.877 
code código 4.371 0.547 
coffee café 3.4  1.397 
coincidence coincidencia 5.657 0.482 
collaboration colaboración 5.543 0.561 
collaborator colaborador 5.4 0.651 
collar cuello 2.743  0.950 
collar collar 7 0 
colleague colega 4.314 0.583 
collection colección 5.286 0.71 
college colegio 4.343 0.765 
colonel coronel 4.143 0.364 
colony colonia 5.143 0.733 
color color 7 0 
column columna 5.829 0.382 
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combat combate 5.657 0.591 
combatant combatiente 4.771 0.843 
combination combinación 5.857 0.355 
comedy comedia 5.4 0.497 
command mando 1.8  0.994 
commencement comienzo 3.143  0.879 
commentary comentario 4.943 0.591 
commerce comercio 4.6 0.847 
commissary comisario 5.029 0.618 
commission comisión 5.257 0.611 
committee comité 5.2 0.632 
commodity comodidad 4.714 0.572 
communication comunicación 5.914 0.284 
communist comunista 5.686 0.471 
community comunidad 4.8 0.759 
companion compañero 4.257 0.741 
company compañía 5.371 0.646 
comparison comparación 5.4 0.736 
compass compás 5.829 0.382 
compatriot compatriota 5.771 0.426 
competence competencia 5.514 0.507 
component componente 5.829 0.382 
composition composición 5.886 0.323 
comprehension comprensión 5.514 0.507 
compromise compromiso 5.743 0.443 
comrade camarada 4.371 0.877 
concept concepto 6 0 
conception concepción 5.771 0.426 
concert concierto 5.229 0.646 
concession concesión 5.886 0.323 
conclusion conclusión 6.343 0.591 
concourse concurso 5.114 0.676 
condition condición 5.886 0.323 
conduct conducta 5.943 0.236 
conductor conductor 7 0 
conduit conducto 4 0.804 
confederation confederación 5.771 0.426 
conference conferencia 5.457 0.505 
confession confesión 5.829 0.382 
confessor confesor 6 0.42 
confidence confianza 3.971 0.664 
conflict conflicto 5.886 0.323 
conformity conformidad 4.914 0.612 
confusion confusión 6.371 0.49 
congregation congregación 5.914 0.562 
congress congreso 5.686 0.471 
conqueror conquistador 4.314 0.796 
conquest conquista 5.2 0.531 
conscience consciencia 5.229 0.598 
consequence consecuencia 4.971 0.664 
conservation conservación 5.857 0.355 
conservator conservador 5.743 0.505 
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consideration consideración 5.857 0.355 
consolation consuelo 3.943 0.765 
consoler consolador 4.886 0.583 
constitution constitución 5.857 0.355 
construction construcción 5.943 0.236 
constructor constructor 7 0 
consul cónsul 6.657 0.482 
consultation consulta 4.314 0.718 
consumption consumo 4.429 0.502 
contact contacto 5.943 0.236 
contagion contagio 5.6 0.497 
content contenido 4.6 0.604 
continent continente 5.771 0.49 
continuation continuación 5.771 0.426 
continuity continuidad 4.886 0.676 
contour contorno 4.429 0.884 
contract contrato 5.286 0.667 
contradiction contradicción 5.543 0.505 
contradictor contradictor 6.943 0.236 
contraposition contraposición 5.8 0.406 
contrariety contrariedad 4.486 0.702 
contrast contraste 5.943 0.236 
contribution contribución 5.629 0.646 
contributor contribuyente 4.171 0.785 
convenience conveniencia 5.457 0.561 
convent convento 5.8 0.406 
conversation conversación 5.8 0.406 
conviction convicción 5.257 0.78 
cooperation cooperación 5.714 0.458 
copper cobre 3.057  0.938 
copy copia 5.486 0.612 
cordiality cordialidad 5.029 0.453 
core corazón 2.886  0.718 
corpse cuerpo 3.6  1.006 
corral corral 7 0 
correction corrección 5.714 0.458 
correspondence correspondencia 5.686 0.471 
correspondent correspondiente 5.257 0.701 
corridor corredor 5.8 0.406 
cortex corteza 4.057 0.725 
counsel consejo 3.771 0.729 
counselor consejero 3.657 0.725 
count conde 3.8 0.797 
countess condesa 3.086  0.702 
couplet copla 3  0.804 
courage coraje 3.686 1.022 
courier correo 3.2  0.759 
course curso 4 0.767 
court corte 4.114 0.718 
courtesy cortesía 4.486 0.781 
cover cubierta 2.343  0.802 
coward cobarde 3.2  1.023 
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cowardice cobardía 3.171  0.891 
cranium cráneo 3.886 0.832 
cravat corbata 2.057  0.765 
creation creación 5.686 0.471 
creator creador 5.229 0.808 
creature criatura 3.771 0.808 
credit crédito 5.771 0.426 
crime crimen 5.571 0.698 
crisis crisis 7 0 
criterion criterio 5.457 0.505 
critic crítico 5.829 0.382 
critique crítica 4.457 0.701 
cross cruz 3.486  0.981 
crown corona 2.943  0.873 
cruelty crueldad 4.514 0.781 
crystal cristal 5.829 0.382 
cult culto 5.914 0.284 
culture cultura 5.914 0.284 
cumulus cúmulo 4.657 0.639 
cup copa 3.657 0.873 
curiosity curiosidad 4.743 0.657 
current corriente 3.514  0.919 
curve curvo 5.829 0.382 
curve curva 5.914 0.284 
custom costumbre 3.886 0.758 
cycle ciclo 4.4 0.812 
cyme cima 4.143 0.912 
dame dama 5.657 0.482 
dance danza 4.8 0.719 
datum dato 3.829 0.954 
debility debilidad 4.771 0.598 
debt deuda 2.6  0.775 
decade década 5.686 0.471 
decadence decadencia 5.2 0.677 
decision decisión 6.457 0.505 
declaration declaración 5.829 0.382 
decoration decoración 5.629 0.598 
decorum decoro 4.171 0.707 
decree decreto 4.171 0.891 
defect defecto 5.943 0.236 
defense defensa 5.714 0.572 
defiance desafío 2.829  0.923 
deficiency deficiencia 5.486 0.562 
definition definición 5.743 0.443 
delegate delegado 5.229 0.646 
delegation delegación 5.914 0.284 
delicacy delicia 4.257 0.611 
delicacy delicadeza 4.4 0.695 
delight deleite 4.343 0.802 
delirium delirio 4.229 0.77 
demand demanda 5.914 0.284 
democracy democracia 5.429 0.655 
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demon demonio 5.171 0.707 
denomination denominación 6.086 0.445 
department departamento 5.886 0.323 
departure partida 1.571  0.984 
dependence dependencia 5.514 0.507 
deposit depósito 5.771 0.426 
depression depresión 5.943 0.236 
deputy diputado 3.914 0.981 
derivation derivación 5.6 0.604 
descendent descendiente 5.143 0.648 
description descripción 5.829 0.382 
desert desierto 4.8 0.632 
despair desesperación 3.886 0.796 
desperation desesperación 5.114 0.832 
destiny destino 5.029 0.923 
destruction destrucción 5.743 0.443 
detail detalle 4.343 0.802 
detention detención 5.829 0.382 
determination determinación 5.886 0.323 
deviation desviación 4.029 0.985 
devil diablo 2.943  0.906 
devotion devoción 5.657 0.482 
dialogue diálogo 5.086 0.658 
diary diario 5 0.767 
dictation dictado 4.714 0.667 
dictatorship dictadura 4.286 0.519 
dictionary diccionario 5.2 0.632 
dictum dicho 3.457  0.852 
diet dieta 5.943 0.236 
difference diferencia 5.371 0.646 
difficulty dificultad 4.8 0.531 
diffusion difusión 5.714 0.458 
dignity dignidad 4.714 0.519 
dike dique 3.8 0.994 
diligence diligencia 5.429 0.558 
dimension dimensión 6.457 0.505 
diminution disminución 5.371 0.69 
direction dirección 5.771 0.426 
director director 7 0 
disappearance desaparición 4.343 0.873 
disaster desastre 4.886 0.53 
disciple discípulo 4.714 0.825 
discipline disciplina 5.971 0.169 
discourse discurso 4.971 0.707 
discovery descubrimiento 2.6  0.843 
discussion discusión 5.771 0.426 
disdain desdén 4.029 0.747 
disgrace desgracia 4.829 0.707 
disgust disgusto 5.657 0.684 
disinterest desinterés 4.829 0.985 
disorder desorden 4.086 0.887 
dispatch despacho 4.771 0.808 
16 
Cognate Nouns 
disposition disposición 5.686 0.53 
dispraise desprecio 3.829 0.785 
dispute disputa 5.771 0.426 
dissertation disertación 5.6 0.497 
dissolution disolución 5.057 0.968 
distance distancia 5.057 0.507 
distinction distinción 5.743 0.443 
distribution distribución 5.943 0.236 
district distrito 5.143 0.733 
diversion diversión 6.543 0.505 
diversity diversidad 4.829 0.618 
division división 6.657 0.482 
divorce divorcio 5.543 0.505 
doctor doctor 7 0 
doctorate doctorado 5.343 0.482 
doctrine doctrina 5.829 0.382 
document documento 6 0 
dogma dogma 7 0 
dolor dolor 7 0 
domination dominación 5.943 0.236 
dominion dominio 5.229 0.731 
doubt duda 2.943  0.906 
dozen docena 3.629  1.031 
dragon dragón 6.714 0.458 
drama drama 7 0 
duel duelo 5.943 0.236 
duke duque 3.914 0.742 
dulcet dulce 5.4 0.775 
duration duración 5.6 0.553 
eagle águila 1.2  0.406 
echo eco 5.429 0.74 
economy economía 5.629 0.49 
edifice edificio 5.4 0.497 
edition edición 5.629 0.547 
editor editor 7 0 
education educación 5.714 0.519 
effulgence fulgor 1.686  0.718 
egoism egoísmo 5.629 0.547 
egoist egoísta 5.771 0.426 
elaboration elaboración 5.886 0.323 
election elección 5.571 0.558 
electricity electricidad 5.029 0.568 
elegance elegancia 5.886 0.323 
elevation elevación 5.771 0.426 
eloquence elocuencia 4.457 0.657 
embargo embargo 7 0 
embassy embajada 3.314  0.758 
embrace abrazo 1.771  0.808 
emotion emoción 5.6 0.695 
emperor emperador 4.914 0.507 
empire imperio 3.886 0.932 
employ empleo 4.657 0.591 
17 
Cognate Nouns 
employee empleado 4 0.728 
empresario empresario 6.971 0.169 
empress emperatriz 3.314  0.900 
enchanter encantador 4.229 0.731 
encounter encuentro 4.429 0.608 
encyclopedia enciclopedia 5.429 0.698 
enemy enemigo 4.343 0.684 
energy energía 5.371 0.49 
engineer ingeniero 3.4  1.006 
enigma enigma 7 0 
enterprise empresa 3.171  0.822 
enthusiast entusiasta 5.343 0.591 
entrance entrada 4 0.728 
entrenchment trinchera 2  0.939 
enumeration enumeración 5.8 0.406 
envy envidia 4.057 0.834 
epidermis epidermis 7 0 
epilogue epílogo 5.229 0.598 
episode episodio 5.543 0.561 
epoch época 5.029 0.707 
equality igualdad 2.6  1.168 
equilibrium equilibrio 4.571 0.698 
era era 7 0 
error error 7 0 
erudition erudición 5.571 0.608 
escalator escalera 4.486 0.818 
escape escape 7 0 
escutcheon escudo 3.371  0.808 
essay ensayo 3.029  1.124 
essence esencia 5.171 0.618 
establishment establecimiento 4.657 0.725 
esthetic estético 5.029 0.664 
eternity eternidad 4.971 0.618 
eulogy elogio 3.571  0.917 
evidence evidencia 5.429 0.608 
evocation evocación 5.743 0.443 
evolution evolución 5.857 0.355 
exactitude exactitud 5.686 0.471 
exaggeration exageración 5.543 0.505 
exaltation exaltación 5.857 0.355 
examination examen 5.057 0.802 
example ejemplo 3.857 0.81 
excellence excelencia 5.429 0.655 
exception excepción 5.429 0.74 
excursion excursión 6.486 0.562 
execution ejecución 4.543 0.817 
exercise ejercicio 3.857 0.912 
exhibition exhibición 5.771 0.426 
exigence exigencia 5.486 0.612 
existence existencia 5.543 0.505 
exit éxito 5.971 0.169 
expansion expansión 6.486 0.507 
18 
Cognate Nouns 
expedition expedición 5.686 0.53 
experience experiencia 5.714 0.458 
explication explicación 5.829 0.382 
exploitation explotación 5.314 0.758 
explosion explosión 6.629 0.49 
exposition exposición 5.686 0.471 
expression expresión 5.743 0.443 
extension extensión 6.486 0.507 
fable fábula 4.8 0.719 
façade fachada 4.314 0.932 
face faz 4.343 0.998 
facia faja 3  0.874 
facility facilidad 5.143 0.494 
faction facción 5.657 0.482 
factor factor 7 0 
faculty facultad 4.6 0.695 
fair feria 3.829 0.954 
faith fe 2.057  0.236 
fame fama 5.771 0.426 
family familia 5.371 0.547 
fantasy fantasía 5.343 0.482 
farce farsa 5.029 0.857 
fascism fascismo 5.714 0.519 
fatality fatalidad 4.6 0.695 
father padre 1.314  0.583 
fatigue fatiga 4.8 0.632 
fault falta 4.514 0.658 
fauna fauna 7 0 
favor favor 7 0 
feast fiesta 3.829 0.707 
felicity felicidad 4.6 0.812 
ferment fermento 5.857 0.355 
fertility fertilidad 5.114 0.404 
fervor fervor 7 0 
fever fiebre 2.771  0.770 
fiasco fracaso 3.914 0.887 
fiction ficción 5.229 0.731 
figure figura 5.8 0.406 
file fila 5.686 0.53 
filiation filiación 5.714 0.652 
finality finalidad 4.8 0.632 
fish pescado 1  0.000 
fish pez 1  0.000 
flame llama 1.286  0.572 
flora flora 7 0 
flower flor 3.457  1.067 
focus foco 4.171 1.071 
font fuente 2.571  0.698 
force fuerza 2.914  0.853 
foreigner forastero 3.343  0.765 
form forma 6 0 
formation formación 5.914 0.284 
19 
Cognate Nouns 
formula fórmula 6.743 0.443 
fort fortaleza 3.6  1.168 
fortune fortuna 5.714 0.458 
foundation fundación 5.257 0.78 
fragment fragmento 5.771 0.426 
fraternity fraternidad 4.886 0.53 
frenzy frenesí 4.257 0.817 
frequency frecuencia 4.971 0.664 
friar fraile 3.057  0.725 
frivolity frivolidad 4.743 0.611 
frond fronda 5.914 0.284 
front frente 4.029 1.014 
frontier frontera 5.029 0.568 
fruit fruta 5.486 0.612 
fugue fuga 4.686 0.867 
fume humo 2.057  1.110 
function función 5.714 0.519 
functionary funcionario 5.029 0.514 
fund fondo 4.143 0.772 
fundament fundamento 5.971 0.169 
furnace horno 1.086  0.284 
fury furia 4.6 0.881 
future futuro 5.943 0.236 
gala gala 7 0 
gallery galería 5.2 0.584 
garden jardín 3.429  0.817 
garnish guarnición 3.143  0.845 
gas gas 7 0 
gender género 4.171 0.923 
generality generalidad 4.829 0.618 
generation generación 5.943 0.236 
generosity generosidad 4.971 0.514 
genius genio 4.429 0.655 
geography geografía 5.029 0.747 
geometry geometría 5.2 0.632 
germ germen 5.229 0.646 
gestation gestación 5.686 0.471 
gesture gesto 4.086 0.818 
gland glándula 4.514 0.702 
globe globo 5.657 0.639 
glory gloria 5.343 0.482 
government gobierno 3.114  1.278 
governor gobernador 3.629 1.114 
grace gracia 5.257 0.701 
grade grado 5.829 0.382 
grain grano 4.543 0.919 
grandeur grandeza 4.457 0.657 
gratitude agradecimiento 2.571  0.778 
gratitude gratitud 5.829 0.382 
gravity gravedad 4.314 0.758 
grease grasa 3.514  1.173 
group grupo 5.371 0.731 
20 
Cognate Nouns 
guarantee garantía 3.714 0.926 
guard guardia 5.086 0.445 
guide guía 4.029 0.822 
guitar guitarra 5.343 0.639 
gyre giro 4.143 0.81 
habit hábito 5.829 0.382 
habitation habitación 5.914 0.284 
halt alto 2.429  1.461 
harmony armonía 3.514  1.197 
hatchet hacha 4.029 0.857 
hegemony hegemonía 5.314 0.53 
herb hierba 4.086 0.742 
hermit ermitaño 2.143  1.264 
hermitage ermita 2.457  1.358 
hero héroe 5.571 0.502 
heroism heroísmo 5.543 0.657 
hierarchy jerarquía 2.114  1.207 
history historia 5.514 0.612 
homage homenaje 3.829 0.664 
honor honor 7 0 
horizon horizonte 5.314 0.471 
horror horror 7 0 
hospital hospital 7 0 
hostility hostilidad 4.857 0.601 
hotel hotel 7 0 
hour hora 4.629 0.598 
human humano 6 0 
humanity humanidad 4.743 0.657 
humility humildad 4.886 0.631 
humor humor 7 0 
hymn himno 3.8 0.901 
hypothesis hipótesis 4.629 0.69 
idea idea 7 0 
identity identidad 5.057 0.539 
idol ídolo 5.914 0.284 
ignorance ignorancia 5.857 0.355 
illusion ilusión 5.886 0.323 
illustration ilustración 5.714 0.572 
image imagen 5.343 0.639 
imagination imaginación 5.857 0.355 
imitation imitación 5.8 0.406 
impetus ímpetu 5.514 0.507 
importance importancia 5.486 0.562 
importation importación 5.771 0.778 
impossibility imposibilidad 5.057 0.684 
impost impuesto 4.429 0.778 
impotence impotencia 5.314 0.631 
impression impresión 5.743 0.505 
impulse impulso 5.886 0.323 
impurity impureza 4.286 0.71 
incident incidente 6 0 
inclination inclinación 5.829 0.382 
21 
Cognate Nouns 
increase crecimiento 2.029  1.014 
independence independencia 5.857 0.355 
index indicio 3.857 0.772 
index índice 3.857 0.912 
indication indicación 5.771 0.49 
indifference indiferencia 5.029 0.785 
indignation indignación 5.857 0.355 
individual individuo 5.314 0.471 
individualism individualismo 5.829 0.382 
industry industria 5.4 0.497 
inequality desigualdad 1.857  0.879 
infancy infancia 5.286 0.71 
infant infante 5.886 0.404 
inferno infierno 5.457 0.505 
infidel infiel 5 1 
infinity infinidad 4.771 0.646 
infirmity enfermedad 2.486  1.222 
influence influencia 5.514 0.507 
influx influjo 4.514 0.742 
information información 5.886 0.323 
ingenuity ingenuidad 4.714 0.71 
ingress ingreso 5.629 0.49 
inhabitant habitante 4.171 0.923 
inheritance herencia 3.229  1.165 
initiation iniciación 5.486 0.612 
initiative iniciativa 5.029 0.618 
injury injuria 5.486 0.507 
injustice injusticia 5.429 0.558 
innocence inocencia 5.114 0.583 
innovation innovación 6.029 0.514 
inquietude inquietud 5.743 0.505 
insect insecto 5.914 0.284 
inspiration inspiración 5.886 0.323 
installation instalación 5.2 0.759 
instance instancia 5.457 0.561 
instinct instinto 5.486 0.612 
institute instituto 5.771 0.426 
institution institución 5.886 0.323 
instruction instrucción 5.629 0.598 
instrument instrumento 5.971 0.169 
integration integración 5.857 0.355 
integrity integridad 5.143 0.601 
intellectualism intelectualismo 5.886 0.323 
intelligence inteligencia 5.657 0.482 
intensity intensidad 5.914 0.284 
intent intento 6 0 
intention intención 6 0 
interest interés 5.886 0.323 
interment entierro 2.2  0.994 
interpretation interpretación 5.857 0.355 
intervention intervención 5.743 0.443 
interview entrevista 2.571 1.092 
22 
Cognate Nouns 
intimacy intimidad 4.286 0.789 
intuition intuición 5.629 0.646 
invasion invasión 6.543 0.505 
invention invención 5.743 0.443 
inventor inventor 7 0 
inverse inverso 6 0 
investigation investigación 5.771 0.49 
investigator investigador 5.943 0.236 
invitation invitación 5.771 0.426 
irony ironía 5.171 0.664 
irrigation riego 1.343  0.482 
isle isla 5.857 0.355 
itinerary itinerario 5.086 0.562 
jewel joya 2.571  .739  
journey jornada 4.286 0.825 
joy gozo 1.114  0.323 
jubilation jubilación 5.714 0.458 
judge juez 2.971  0.707 
judgment juicio 2.8  0.759 
jury jurado 4.286 0.71 
justice justicia 5.314 0.631 
kilometer kilómetro 5.429 0.558 
kitchen cocina 1.371  0.598 
labor labor 7 0 
laboratory laboratorio 5.6 0.497 
lake lago 3.486  0.981 
lamp lámpara 4.2 0.719 
language lenguaje 4.143 0.772 
lasso lazo 4.314 0.9 
latitude latitud 5.943 0.236 
laurel laurel 7 0 
league liga 2.886  0.770 
league legua 4.229 0.77 
lector lector 7 0 
lecture lectura 5.971 0.169 
legato ligado 4.943 0.802 
legend leyenda 3.914 0.853 
legion legión 6.629 0.49 
lemon limón 5.457 0.657 
lens lente 3.771 0.646 
lesion lesión 6.543 0.505 
lesson lección 4.971 0.707 
letter letra 4.2 0.677 
lettering letrero 4 0.642 
level nivel 2.171 1.272 
liberalism liberalismo 5.886 0.404 
liberty libertad 4.771 0.646 
limit límite 5.857 0.355 
limitation limitación 5.829 0.382 
line línea 5.914 0.284 
lineage linaje 4.257 0.741 
linen lino 4.629 0.646 
23 
Cognate Nouns 
lion león 5.457 0.701 
liquid líquido 5.829 0.382 
list lista 6 0 
literature literatura 5.886 0.323 
locale local 5.914 0.284 
locality localidad 4.657 0.539 
lodging alojamiento 1.371  0.598 
longitude longitud 5.8 0.406 
loyalty lealtad 2.657  0.873 
luminary lumbrera 3.514   
luminosity luminosidad 4.771 0.547 
luxury lujo 2.229  0.731 
machine máquina 3.714 0.75 
magic magia 5.114 0.718 
magnitude magnitud 5.714 0.572 
maize maíz 5.857 0.355 
majesty majestad 4.8 0.473 
majority mayoría 4.457 0.657 
malice malicia 5.457 0.505 
mandate mandato 5.857 0.355 
maneuver maniobra 3.143  0.879 
mania manía 6.743 0.443 
manifestation manifestación 5.829 0.382 
manifesto manifiesto 6.571 0.558 
manner manera 5.143 0.81 
mansion mansión 6.6 0.497 
mantel manto 4.286 0.751 
manuscript manuscrito 5.057 0.726 
marble mármol 4.029 0.453 
march marcha 5.971 0.169 
margin margen 5.829 0.382 
market mercado 3.543  0.980 
marquis marqués 5.171 0.747 
martyr mártir 5.229 0.77 
martyrdom martirio 3.514  0.658 
marvel maravilla 3.971 0.664 
mass masa 5.114 0.867 
material material 7 0 
mathematics matemática 5.429 0.655 
mathematics matemáticas 5.829 0.514 
matrimony matrimonio 5.257 0.505 
matter materia 3.122  0.733 
maturity madurez 3.114  0.832 
maxim máxima 5.714 0.458 
mechanics mecánica 5 0.728 
mechanism mecanismo 4.686 0.993 
medal medalla 4.657 0.684 
medic médico 5.657 0.482 
medicine medicina 6 0 
meditation meditación 5.857 0.355 
melancholy melancolía 4.657 0.765 
member miembro 4.686 0.676 
24 
Cognate Nouns 
memory memoria 5.514 0.562 
menace amenaza 3.6  0.914 
mendicant mendigo 3.771 0.77 
mention mención 5.8 0.406 
merchant comerciante 2.686  1.132 
mercy merced 4.429 0.739 
merit mérito 5.743 0.611 
message mensaje 3.514  0.853 
metal metal 7 0 
meter metro 4.514 0.919 
metropolis metrópoli 5.257 0.817 
microscope microscopio 5.429 0.558 
mile milla 5.114 0.676 
militia milicia 5.286 0.86 
mill molino 2.857  0.810 
mind mente 2.971  0.891 
mine mina 5.371 0.731 
miner minero 5.829 0.382 
minister ministro 5.914 0.284 
ministry ministerio 5.914 0.373 
minute minuto 6 0 
miracle milagro 2.543  0.817 
misery miseria 5.371 0.49 
mission misión 5.971 0.169 
mode moda 5.743 0.443 
mode modo 5.8 0.473 
model modelo 6.171 0.453 
modesty modestia 5.029 0.664 
modification modificación 5.971 0.169 
moment momento 5.971 0.169 
monarch monarca 5.229 0.731 
monarchy monarquía 4.343 0.802 
monastery monasterio 5.229 0.547 
money moneda 4.343 0.76 
monk monje 3.8 0.833 
monster monstruo 4.657 0.639 
monument monumento 5.943 0.236 
moral moral 7 0 
morality moralidad 4.943 0.539 
mort muerte 3.314  0.900 
mortality mortalidad 4.943 0.482 
mother madre 3.343  0.838 
motive motivo 5.886 0.323 
motor motor 7 0 
mount monte 4.286 0.926 
mountain montaña 3.657 0.968 
movement movimiento 4.543 0.817 
multitude multitud 6.143 0.355 
municipality municipio 4.571 0.608 
munition munición 5.543 0.561 
muscle músculo 4.543 0.886 
museum museo 4.743 0.611 
25 
Cognate Nouns 
music música 5.829 0.382 
musician músico 4.171 0.836 
mystery misterio 4.486 0.742 
mystic místico 5.2 0.584 
mysticism misticismo 4.657 0.938 
myth mito 3.257  1.358 
narration narración 5.829 0.382 
nation nación 5.6 0.553 
nature naturaleza 3.8 0.584 
navigation navegación 5.2 0.677 
nebula nube 2.971  1.043 
necessity necesidad 4.857 0.692 
nerve nervio 5.029 0.618 
nest nido 2.771  0.843 
night noche 2.886  0.796 
nobility nobleza 3.657 0.684 
norm norma 6 0 
normality normalidad 4.914 0.742 
north norte 5.057 0.802 
northeast nordeste 2.971  0.785 
nose nariz 2.571 0.884 
note nota 5.857 0.355 
notice noticia 5.543 0.505 
notion noción 5.457 0.611 
noun nombre 2.857  0.692 
novel novela 5.943 0.236 
novelist novelista 5.743 0.505 
novelty novedad 4.457 0.505 
nucleus núcleo 4.943 0.539 
number número 4.514 0.818 
obedience obediencia 5.571 0.502 
object objeto 5.314 0.758 
objection objeción 5.771 0.426 
objective objetivo 5.657 0.482 
obligation obligación 5.743 0.443 
oblivion olvido 3.2  0.994 
obscurity obscuridad 5.114 0.471 
observation observación 5.8 0.406 
obsession obsesión 5.743 0.443 
obstacle obstáculo 4.8 0.473 
occasion ocasión 5.771 0.426 
occult oculto 5.371 0.722 
occupation ocupación 5.657 0.539 
occurrence ocurrencia 5.371 0.547 
octave octavo 5.971 0.169 
odium odio 4.143 0.772 
odor olor 4.457 1.291 
offense ofensa 5.371 0.547 
office oficio 4.314 0.718 
office oficina 4.829 0.514 
olive olivo 5.857 0.355 
operation operación 5.8 0.473 
26 
Cognate Nouns 
opposite opuesto 3.371  0.942 
opposition oposición 5.371 0.598 
oppression opresión 5.686 0.53 
optimism optimismo 5.914 0.284 
optimist optimista 5.886 0.323 
opus obra 2.657  0.838 
oration oración 5.629 0.49 
orator orador 5.629 0.598 
orb orbe 5.771 0.426 
orchard huerta 1.029  0.169 
order orden 5.171 0.954 
organ órgano 5.686 0.471 
organism organismo 6 0 
organization organización 5.886 0.323 
orientation orientación 5.829 0.382 
origin origen 5.6 0.604 
originality originalidad 5.057 0.591 
other otro 4.086 0.919 
overture abertura 1.971  1.043 
pact pacto 5.886 0.323 
page página 4.229 0.646 
pain pena 3.743 0.741 
paint pintura 3.114  0.832 
painter pintor 4.2 0.632 
pair pareja 3.514  1.167 
pair par 5.029 0.954 
palace palacio 5.057 0.591 
palm palma 5.857 0.355 
panorama panorama 7 0 
paper papel 4.829 1.124 
paradise paraíso 4.457 0.701 
paradox paradoja 4.029 0.664 
paragraph párrafo 3.343  0.906 
pardon perdón 5.514 0.562 
parent pariente 4.857 0.601 
parish parroquia 2.914  0.702 
parliament parlamento 4.971 0.664 
parole palabra 2.686  0.796 
part parte 5.971 0.169 
participation participación 5.857 0.355 
particularity particularidad 5 0.642 
partisan partidario 4.057 0.725 
party partido 4.629 0.877 
pass paso 5.486 0.562 
passage pasaje 4.429 0.698 
passenger pasajero 3.743 0.701 
passion pasión 5.8 0.406 
past pasado 3.971 0.618 
pastor pastor 7 0 
patience paciencia 4.6 0.775 
patio patio 7 0 
patrimony patrimonio 5.314 0.471 
27 
Cognate Nouns 
patriot patriota 5.971 0.169 
patriotism patriotismo 5.829 0.453 
patron patrón 6.657 0.482 
pause pausa 5.857 0.355 
peace paz 2.543  0.741 
pearl perla 4.686 0.718 
pendant pendiente 4.543 0.817 
penetrant penetrante 5.857 0.43 
peninsula península 6.8 0.406 
pension pensión 6.686 0.471 
penumbra penumbra 7 0 
peregrine peregrino 5.886 0.323 
perfection perfección 5.6 0.497 
perfume perfume 7 0 
peril peligro 2.943  0.765 
period período 5.914 0.284 
permission permiso 4.457 0.611 
perplexity perplejidad 4 0.686 
person persona 5.971 0.169 
personage personaje 5.114 0.718 
personality personalidad 5.057 0.539 
perspective perspectiva 5.686 0.631 
pessimism pesimismo 5.314 0.583 
petal pétalo 5.457 0.701 
petition petición 5.714 0.458 
petroleum petróleo 4.743 0.443 
phantom fantasma 2.457  1.010 
pharmacy farmacia 4.543 0.98 
pharos faro 3.371  1.374 
phase fase 3.943 1.162 
phenomenon fenómeno 4.371 0.77 
philosopher filósofo 3.571  1.119 
philosophy filosofía 3.771 1.165 
photograph fotografía 4.371 0.973 
photographer fotógrafo 3.571  1.195 
phrase frase 4.114 1.231 
physics física 2.571  1.313 
piano piano 7 0 
piece pieza 4.629 0.598 
piety piedad 4.057 0.838 
pile pila 5.714 0.458 
pillar pilar 6.029 0.169 
pilot piloto 5.914 0.284 
pine pino 5.543 0.611 
pistol pistola 5.886 0.323 
plain llano 1.086  0.284 
plan plan 7 0 
plane plano 5.943 0.236 
planet planeta 5.914 0.284 
plant planta 6 0 
plaque placa 4.057 0.802 
plate plato 5.657 0.639 
28 
Cognate Nouns 
pleasure placer 3.371  0.808 
plebeian plebeyo 3.971 0.664 
plentitude plenitud 5.486 0.612 
plenum pleno 4.143 0.879 
plume pluma 5.971 0.169 
ply pliego 2.714  0.789 
poem poema 6 0 
poesy poesía 5.086 0.507 
poet poeta 5.971 0.169 
point punto 3.457  0.886 
pole palo 4 0.84 
polemic polémica 5.629 0.547 
police policía 5.457 0.505 
politician político 4.943 0.482 
politics política 5.4 0.736 
polo polo 7 0 
poniard puñal 2.657  0.906 
pons puente 2.314  0.900 
popularity popularidad 4.943 0.539 
population población 4.057 0.838 
port puerto 3.571  0.739 
port porte 6 0 
portal portal 7 0 
portion porción 5.686 0.53 
portrait retrato 1.229  0.490 
position posición 5.6 0.497 
possession posesión 5.686 0.471 
possibility posibilidad 5.143 0.55 
post puesto 2.514  0.742 
posterior posterior 7 0 
potato patata 4.229 0.69 
potency potencia 5.4 0.604 
poverty pobreza 3.2  0.759 
powder polvo 2.543  0.886 
power poder 3.2  1.183 
practice práctica 5.714 0.458 
prairie pradera 3.229 0 .877 
precaution precaución 5.743 0.443 
precedent precedente 5.829 0.382 
precinct recinto 2.457  1.268 
precision precisión 6.543 0.657 
predilection predilección 5.6 0.604 
predominance predominio 4.714 0.667 
preference preferencia 5.543 0.505 
prejudice prejuicio 3.854 0.702 
prejudice perjuicio 4.486 0.742 
premium premio 4.4 0.775 
preoccupation preocupación 5.743 0.443 
preparation preparación 5.8 0.406 
presence presencia 5.371 0.49 
presentation presentación 5.771 0.426 
presidency presidencia 5.257 0.561 
29 
Cognate Nouns 
president presidente 5.971 0.169 
press prensa 3.829 0.785 
pressure presión 3.914 0.818 
prestige prestigio 5.371 0.598 
pretender pretendiente 4.657 0.539 
pretense pretensión 5.057 0.539 
pretext pretexto 5.943 0.236 
prey presa 3.829 0.891 
price precio 4.457 0.701 
prince príncipe 4.457 0.561 
princess princesa 5.629 0.646 
principle principio 5.143 0.648 
printing imprenta 2.6  0.914 
prison prisión 5.886 0.404 
prisoner preso 2.143  0.284 
prisoner prisionero 5.343 0.591 
privilege privilegio 5.371 0.547 
probability probabilidad 4.914 0.562 
problem problema 5.914 0.284 
procedure procedimiento 3.6  0.847 
proceeding procedente 4.114 0.832 
process proceso 5.714 0.458 
procession procesión 6.343 0.591 
product producto 6 0 
production producción 5.486 0.485 
profession profesión 5.914 0.284 
professor profesor 6.057 0.236 
profile perfil 3.086  0.818 
profit provecho 2.714  0.667 
profundity profundidad 4.486 0.781 
program programa 5.971 0.169 
progress progreso 5.857 0.355 
project proyecto 4.257 0.657 
projection proyección 4.4 0.847 
prologue prólogo 5.057 0.873 
prolongation prolongación 5.771 0.426 
promise promesa 4.8 0.632 
proof prueba 2.343  0.639 
propaganda propaganda 7 0 
property propiedad 4.314 0.471 
prophet profeta 5.086 0.658 
proportion proporción 5.8 0.406 
proposition proposición 5.857 0.355 
prose prosa 5.714 0.572 
prosperity prosperidad 5.086 0.507 
protagonist protagonista 5.8 0.473 
protection protección 5.8 0.406 
protest protesta 5.829 0.382 
providence providencia 5.686 0.471 
province provincia 5.343 0.591 
provincial provinciano 4.514 0.702 
proximity proximidad 4.914 0.612 
30 
Cognate Nouns 
prudence prudencia 5.4 0.651 
psychology psicología 4.343 0.838 
public público 5.771 0.505 
publication publicación 5.857 0.355 
publicity publicidad 4.686 0.631 
pudency pudor 3.314  0.832 
purity pureza 4 0.728 
purpose propósito 3.371  1.060 
quadrate cuadro 2.629  1.262 
qualification calificación 3.743 1.12 
quality cualidad 1.8  1.302 
quality calidad 3.2  0.759 
quantity cantidad 2.4  1.143 
quarter cuartel 3.171  0.759 
quest pesquisa 1.429  0.502 
question cuestión 4.514 1.401 
quiescence quietud 3.486  0.981 
quotidian cotidiano 2.8  1.324 
rabies rabia 4.829 0.785 
race raza 4.171 0.857 
radiant radiante 6 0 
radio radio 7 0 
ramification ramificación 5.914 0.284 
rancor rencor 5.714 0.71 
rank rango 3.057  0.968 
rapidity rapidez 4.543 0.611 
ray raya 5.886 0.323 
ray rayo 5.886 0.323 
reaction reacción 5.743 0.443 
realism realismo 5.857 0.355 
reality realidad 4.514 0.742 
realization realización 5.686 0.471 
reason razón 3.571  0.884 
reasoning razonamiento 2.857  0.974 
rebel rebelde 4.829 0.514 
rebellion rebelión 5.6 0.651 
rebelliousness rebeldía 3.343  0.873 
reception recepción 5.829 0.382 
recipe receta 3.571  0.778 
recognition reconocimiento 3.971 0.707 
recompense recompensa 5.629 0.49 
reconstruction reconstrucción 5.743 0.443 
record recuerdo 3.714 0.75 
recourse recurso 4.686 0.631 
recrimination recriminación 5.829 0.382 
rector rector 7 0 
redaction redacción 4.743 0.852 
reference referencia 5.4 0.604 
reflection  reflexión 5.286 0.75 
reflex reflejo 4.229 0.808 
reform reforma 5.914 0.284 
refuge refugio 5 0.728 
31 
Cognate Nouns 
regimen régimen 6.486 0.612 
regiment regimiento 5.286 0.667 
region región 6.6 0.497 
regulation regla 3.143  1.287 
reign reino 4.571 0.917 
relation relato 4.629 0.646 
relation relación 5.743 0.505 
religion religión 6.971 0.169 
remedy remedio 4.943 0.765 
renaissance renacimiento 3.771 0.877 
rent renta 5.971 0.169 
reparation reparación 5.829 0.382 
repercussion repercusión 5.857 0.355 
repertory repertorio 5.171 0.568 
replica réplica 6.657 0.482 
repose reposo 5.686 0.471 
representation representación 5.971 0.169 
reproach reproche 4.943 0.765 
reproduction reproducción 5.771 0.426 
republic república 5.771 0.426 
republican republicano 5.829 0.382 
repulsion repulsión 6.543 0.505 
reputation reputación 5.971 0.169 
reserve reserva 5.829 0.382 
residence residencia 5.571 0.502 
resistance resistencia 5.2 0.759 
resolution resolución 5.571 0.815 
resort resorte 5.886 0.323 
respect respeto 5.543 0.561 
response respuesta 3.543  0.852 
responsibility responsabilidad 5.057 0.482 
rest resto 6 0 
restaurant restaurante 6 0 
result resultado 4.857 0.601 
resume resumen 5.686 0.471 
resurrection resurrección 5.857 0.355 
retable retablo 5.4 0.695 
retirement retiro 4.029 0.822 
retreat retirada 4.057 0.639 
reunion reunión 6.714 0.458 
revelation revelación 5.914 0.284 
review revista 4.029 0.822 
revision revisión 6.714 0.519 
revolution revolución 5.8 0.406 
rhetoric retórica 4.914 0.612 
rhythm ritmo 2.857  0.944 
riches riqueza 2.543  0.919 
rigor rigor 7 0 
risk riesgo 3.029  0.707 
rival rival 7 0 
river río 2.943  1.110 
robbery robo 3.543  0.886 
32 
Cognate Nouns 
rock roca 5.2 0.759 
romance romance 7 0 
romanticism romanticismo 5.743 0.443 
rosary rosario 5.171 0.618 
rose rosa 5.886 0.323 
rostrum rostro 4.171 0.785 
rout derrota 1.143  0.355 
route ruta 3.886 0.758 
ruin ruina 5.914 0.284 
rumor rumor 7 0 
sacrifice sacrificio 5.314 0.53 
saint santo 4.229 0.808 
saloon salón 5.257 0.741 
salt sal 5.2 0.933 
salute saludo 4.743 0.701 
salvation salvación 5.743 0.443 
sanctity santidad 4.6 0.497 
satellite satélite 5.714 0.458 
satisfaction satisfacción 5.8 0.406 
sault salto 4.971 0.664 
savant sabio 2.171 0.891  
savor sabor 5.2 0.759 
scale escala 4.086 1.011 
scandal escándalo 3.971 1.071 
scarcity escasez 1.8  0.901 
scenario escenario 5.029 1.167 
scene escena 3.6  0.770 
scheme esquema 3.143  0.785 
school escuela 1.8  0.994 
science ciencia 4.086 1.337 
scripture escritura 3.057  1.368 
scruple escrúpulo 3.771 1.308 
sculpture escultura 3.2  1.368 
seal sello 3.486  0.658 
season sazón 3.457  0.886 
secret secreto 5.886 0.323 
secretary secretaria 5.429 0.558 
section sección 5.486 0.507 
sector sector 7 0 
security seguridad 4.086 0.919 
selection selección 5.771 0.426 
sensation sensación 5.686 0.583 
sense sentido 3.371  0.770 
sensibility sensibilidad 5.086 0.445 
sentence sentencia 5.514 0.507 
sentiment sentimiento 5.057 0.684 
separation separación 5.771 0.426 
sepulcher sepulcro 4.371 0.69 
sepulture sepultura 5.686 0.631 
serenity serenidad 4.857 0.494 
sergeant sargento 4.943 0.765 
series serie 5.743 0.505 
33 
Cognate Nouns 
serpent serpiente 4.686 0.676 
service servicio 5.286 0.622 
session sesión 5.714 0.622 
seta seda 4.857 1.31 
sex sexo 6 0 
sexuality sexualidad 5.057 0.539 
sign seña 2.714  0.750 
sign signo 5.743 0.443 
signal señalado 2.457  0.980 
signal señal 3.371  0.980 
signor señor 3.914 1.095 
silence silencio 5.457 0.505 
silhouette silueta 4.143 0.845 
simplicity simplicidad 4.886 0.583 
sincerity sinceridad 4.714 0.71 
sine seno 3.857 0.733 
siren sirena 6 0 
site sitio 4.743 0.561 
situation situación 5.8 0.473 
sixth sexto 3.943 0.838 
skeleton esqueleto 2.429  1.290 
slavery esclavitud 2  1.085 
slavery esclavo 2.286  0.957 
sobriety sobriedad 4.971 0.618 
socialism socialismo 5.657 0.539 
society sociedad 4.714 0.622 
soldier soldado 3.657 0.873 
sole suelo 3.8 0.994 
solemnity solemnidad 4.8 0.531 
solidarity solidaridad 5.114 0.53 
solidity solidez 4.114 0.676 
solitude soledad 4.057 0.725 
solution solución 5.657 0.482 
sort suerte 3  0.970 
sound sonido 3.543  1.094 
soup sopa 3.8 0.719 
space espacio 3.4  0.728 
spade espada 4.429 1.001 
specialist especialista 4.486 0.981 
specialty especialidad 3.657 0.938 
species especie 3.514  0.780 
spectacle espectáculo 4.171 0.891 
spectator espectador 4.6 0.847 
specter espectro 4 1.057 
speculation especulación 5.314 0.758 
sphere esfera 2.971  1.382 
spike espiga 2.057  1.083 
spine espina 4.286 1.1 
sport deporte 2.943  1.259 
spouse esposa 3.457  0.818 
spume espuma 4.343 1.027 
spy espía 2.771  1.262 
34 
Cognate Nouns 
stability estabilidad 3.657  1.454 
stamp estampa 4.971 0.954 
stanza estancia 3.2  0.646 
star estrella 1.771  0.843 
state estado 2.829  1.272 
station estación 3.971 1.272 
statistics estadística 3.571  0.695 
statue estatua 3.543  0.739 
sterility esterilidad 3.229  1.262 
stimulus estímulo 3.629 1.19 
stomach estómago 3.629  0.684 
strait estrecho 2.086  1.011 
strange extranjero 1.914  0.926 
strangeness extrañeza 1.8  0.695 
stranger extranjero 1.464 0.926  
stratum estrato 2.743  1.291 
structure estructura 4.343 0.938 
student estudiante 3.714 1.1 
studio estudio 5.4 0.881 
style estilo 2.114  1.132 
suavity suavidad 4.6 0.736 
subject sujeto 4.143 0.733 
substance sustancia 4.943 0.765 
success suceso 4.714 0.75 
succession sucesión 5.314 0.718 
successor sucesor 5.4 0.775 
succor socorro 4.343 0.873 
suffering sufrimiento 3.571  0.948 
sugar azúcar 1.771  0.910 
suggestion sugestión 5.457 0.657 
suicide suicidio 5.429 0.502 
sum suma 5.971 0.169 
superiority superioridad 4.8 0.632 
superstition superstición 5.714 0.458 
supposition suposición 5.314 0.676 
surface superficie 3.257  0.919 
surprise sorpresa 3.543  0.817 
sustainer sostén 2.886  0.758 
symbol símbolo 4.886 0.718 
sympathy simpatía 4.314 0.796 
symptom síntoma 3.486  0.919 
syndicate sindicato 4.886 0.932 
synthesis síntesis 4.143 1.089 
system sistema 4.314 0.9 
table tabla 5.743 0.443 
talent talento 5.971 0.169 
taurus toro 2.943  1.056 
tavern taberna 4 0.728 
tea té 4.743 1.197 
technique técnica 3.8 0.719 
telegram telegrama 5.829 0.382 
telephone teléfono 5.229 0.547 
35 
Cognate Nouns 
temperament temperamento 5.829 0.382 
temperature temperatura 6 0 
temple templo 5.629 0.547 
temptation tentación 4.286 0.957 
tenacity tenacidad 4.914 0.507 
tenant teniente 4.057 0.639 
tendency tendencia 5.371 0.598 
tenderness ternura 2.629  0.690 
tent tienda 3.314  0.900 
term término 4.771 0.69 
termination terminación 5.914 0.284 
terrace terraza 4.857 0.648 
terrain terreno 4.4 0.497 
territory territorio 5.343 0.482 
terror terror 7 0 
testament testamento 5.829 0.382 
testimony testimonio 5.486 0.507 
text texto 6 0 
theater teatro 4.486 0.562 
theme tema 4.029 0.664 
theory teoría 3.657  0.802 
thesis tesis 5.4 0.736 
throne trono 3.886 0.9 
timbre timbre 7 0 
timidity timidez 4.371 0.598 
title título 4.2 0.677 
tobacco tabaco 5.657 0.539 
tomb tumba 3.886 0.832 
tome tomo 5.771 0.426 
tone tono 5.714 0.458 
tongue lengua 1.257  0.505 
torment tormento 5.914 0.284 
torrent torrente 5.971 0.169 
total total 7 0 
totality totalidad 4.971 0.618 
touch toque 3.486  1.040 
tourist turista 4.886 0.758 
tower torre 3.343  0.770 
trace traza 4.4 0.651 
tract trecho 3.4  0.775 
tradition tradición 5.971 0.169 
tragedy tragedia 5.4 0.497 
train tren 3.8 0.964 
trajectory trayectoria 4.2 0.868 
tram trama 5.886 0.323 
trance trance 7 0 
tranquility tranquilidad 5.057 0.539 
transformation transformación 5.886 0.323 
transit tránsito 5.629 0.598 
transition transición 5.943 0.236 
transparency transparencia 5.486 0.507 
transport transporte 5.943 0.236 
36 
Cognate Nouns 
travail trabajo 3.2  0.836 
treason traición 3.429  0.966 
treasure tesoro 2.629  0.770 
treaty tratado 3.4  0.914 
triangle triángulo 5 0.542 
tribe tribu 5.429 0.655 
tribunal tribunal 7 0 
tribune tribuno 5.857 0.355 
tribute tributo 5.829 0.382 
triumph triunfo 3.657  0.684 
troop tropa 4.257 0.741 
trunk tronco 3.8 0.901 
tube tubo 5.743 0.443 
turf turba 3.686 0.867 
type tipo 3.829 0.857 
tyranny tiranía 4.257 0.886 
tyrant tirano 3.857 0.648 
uniform uniforme 5.886 0.323 
union unión 6.971 0.169 
unity unidad 4.486 0.612 
universe universo 5.829 0.382 
university universidad 5.057 0.639 
urgency urgencia 5.571 0.448 
use uso 5.686 0.583 
utility utilidad 5.057 0.539 
vacillation vacilación 5.343 0.684 
vagabond vagabundo 5.029 0.664 
valley valle 5.429 0.778 
valor valor 7 0 
vanguard vanguardia 5.457 0.505 
vanity vanidad 4.714 0.519 
vapor vapor 7 0 
variation variación 5.886 0.323 
variety variedad 4.629 0.547 
vase vaso 5.829 0.382 
vegetation vegetación 5.857 0.355 
vehicle vehículo 4.714 0.622 
veil velo 4.286 0.667 
vein vena 4.2 0.868 
velocity velocidad 4.914 0.612 
vendor vendedor 4.886 0.404 
vengeance venganza 4.257 0.817 
venom veneno 4.486 0.742 
venture ventura 5.829 0.382 
verb verbo 6 0 
verdure verdura 5.686 0.583 
verse verso 5.886 0.323 
version versión 6.629 0.49 
vertigo vértigo 6.714 0.458 
vespers víspera 4.429 0.917 
vestibule vestíbulo 5.657 0.482 




vice vicio 4.486 0.951 
viceroy virrey 3.371  0.910 
vicinity vecindad 4.457 0.611 
vicissitude vicisitud 4.457 1.067 
victim víctima 5.914 0.284 
victory victoria 5.457 0.657 
view vista 3.143  0.810 
vigilance vigilancia 5.4 0.651 
vigor vigor 7 0 
violence violencia 5.514 0.507 
violet violeta 6 0 
virgin virgen 5.8 0.406 
virginity virginidad 5 0.642 
virtue virtud 4.943 0.938 
vision visión 6.943 0.236 
visit visita 5.971 0.169 
vitrine vitrina 5.8 0.473 
vocabulary vocabulario 5.457 0.505 
vocation vocación 5.657 0.539 
voice voz 3.571  1.065 
volume volumen 5.686 0.53 
voluptuosness voluptuosidad 4.686 0.797 
vote voto 5.571 0.655 
voyage viaje 2.229  0.426 
voyager viajero 2.543  0.780 
war guerra 1.029  0.169 
warrior guerrero 1.2  0.531 
widow viuda 1.343  0.490 
wind viento 1.286  0.458 
window ventana 1.086  0.284 
wine vino 2.857  1.537 












Table 2. Mean and standard deviation for 813 Spanish-English adjective cognates. 
 
English Word Spanish Word Rating S.D. 
abandoned abandonado 5.257 0.443 
able hábil 1.971  1.150
absent ausente 3.171  0.822
absolute absoluto 6 0 
abstract abstracto 5.914 0.284 
absurd absurdo 6 0 
abundant abundante 5.8 0.406 
academic académico 5.743 0.561 
accompanied acompañado 4.629 0.646 
accustomed acostumbrado 3.714 0.987 
active activo 5.886 0.323 
actual actual 7 0 
acute agudo 2.714  1.073
adequate adecuado 4.629 0.547 
administrative administrativo 5.771 0.426 
admirable admirable 7 0 
admired admirado 5.314 0.631 
advanced avanzado 4.114 0.867 
aerial aéreo 4.371 0.69 
aesthetic estético 4 1 
affected afectado 5.029 0.785 
agitated agitado 4.914 0.742 
agrarian agrario 4.914 0.562 
English Word Spanish Word Rating S.D. 
agreeable agradable 3.714 0.987 
ambulant ambulante 5.857 0.355 
amiable amable 5.486 0.742 
amorous amoroso 5.171 0.707 
ample amplio 5.771 0.426 
ancient anciano 3.971 0.857 
animated animado 5.029 0.618 
anonymous anónimo 3.8 0.933 
anterior anterior 7 0 
antique antiguo 4.743 0.78 
apparent aparente 5.486 0.507 
appertaining perteneciente 1.771  0.910
applied aplicado 4.257 0.657 
appreciable apreciable 6 0.434 
approximate aproximado 5.229 0.598 
arbitrary arbitrario 5.343 0.591 
archaeological arqueológico 3.971 0.985 
archaic arcaico 4.971 0.568 
ardent ardiente 4.429 0.698 
arid árido 5.829 0.382 
aristocratic aristocrático 5.829 0.382 
artificial artificial 7 0 
artistic artístico 5.743 0.443 
39 
Cognate Nouns 
assiduous asiduo 4.171 0.785 
attentive atento 3.857 0.772 
attractive atractivo 5.314 0.631 
audacious audaz 2.543  0.886
austere austero 5.914 0.284 
authentic auténtico 5.143 0.55 
authoritarian autoritario 4.771 0.598 
autonomous autónomo 4.943 0.591 
avid ávido 6.143 0.167 
barbaric bárbaro 4.657 0.639 
baroque barroco 4.143 0.648 
biblical bíblico 5.486 0.562 
biological biológico 5.314 0.631 
bland blando 5.914 0.284 
blank blanco 4.943 0.873 
brave bravo 5.8 0.406 
brief breve 3.171  0.857
brilliant brillante 5.886 0.323 
bronze bronce 5.229 0.69 
calm calma 5.971 0.169 
candid cándido 5.6 0.604 
capable capaz 3.629  0.973
capricious caprichoso 4.80 0.797 
carmine carmín 5.514 0.702 
categorical categórico 5.086 0.742 
celestial celeste 4.743 0.701 
central central 7 0 
cerebral cerebral 7 0 
certain cierto 3.257  0.919
charged cargado 3.343  0.802
chaste castizo 2.8  0.667
chemical químico 2.6  1.333
civil civil 7 0 
civilized civilizado 5.343 0.539 
classic clásico 5.571 0.502 
classified clasificado 4.914 0.612 
clear claro 4.371 0.77 
cognizance conocimiento 2.914  0.818
collective colectivo 5.4 0.553 
colonial colonial 7 0 
colored coloreado 4.8 0.797 
colossal colosal 6.20 0.406 
combustible combustible 6.886 0.323 
comic cómico 5.857 0.355 
commercial comercial 5.857 0.355 
committed cometido 4.314 0.676 
commodious cómodo 3.543  0.980
common común 4.171 0.747 
comparable comparable 7 0 
compared comparado 5.371 0.646 
complete completo 5.857 0.355 
complex complejo 4 0.907 
40 
Cognate Nouns 
complicated complicado 5.371 0.547 
complimentary cumplido 2.971  0.618
composed compuesto 3.8 0.719 
concrete concreto 5.686 0.583 
condemned condenado 4.343 0.802 
confident confiado 4.343 0.639 
conformable conforme 4.114 0.741 
confounded confundido 4.629 0.49 
confused confuso 5.171 0.453 
conjoint conjunto 4.857 0.648 
conscious consciente 4.4 0.695 
consecrated consagrado 3.771 0.877 
consequent consiguiente 3.8 0.793 
considerable considerable 6.943 0.236 
considerate considerado 5.257 0.611 
constant constante 5.857 0.355 
constitutional constitucional 5.971 0.296 
constitutive constitutivo 5.829 0.382 
contemplated contemplado 5.143 0.601 
contemporaneous contemporáneo 5.114 0.758 
content contento 5.886 0.323 
contiguous contiguo 5.229 0.598 
continuous continuo 4.943 0.416 
contradictory contradictorio 5.486 0.507 
contrary contrario 5.114 0.583 
convenient conveniente 6.029 0.169 
converted convertido 5.143 0.601 
convinced convencido 4.571 0.778 
copious copioso 5.257 0.657 
cordial cordial 7 0 
corporal corporal 7 0 
correct correcto 6 0 
cosmic cósmico 5.80 0.406 
courteous cortés 3.171  0.857
critical crítico 5.314 0.758 
crossed cruzado 2.914  0.781
crude crudo 5.886 0.323 
cruel cruel 7 0 
crystalline cristalino 4.429 0.850 
cultural cultural 7 0 
cured curado 4.771 0.69 
curious curioso 5.914 0.284 
cynical cínico 4.229 0.877 
decadent decadente 5.943 0.236 
decisive decisivo 5.829 0.382 
decorated decorado 5.171 0.514 
decorative decorativo 5.714 0.519 
dedicated dedicado 5.343 0.539 
defenseless indefenso 3.486  0.853
definite definido 5.2 0.531 
definitive definitivo 5.629 0.49 
defunct difunto 3.971 0.785 
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delicate delicado 4.914 0.547 
delicious delicioso 5.086 0.742 
democratic democrático 5.829 0.382 
dense denso 5.886 0.323 
dependent dependiente 5.057 0.639 
designated designado 4.914 0.658 
desired deseado 4.229 0.77 
desirous deseoso 3.171  0.891
desperate desesperado 4.771 0.49 
destined destinado 5.2 0.473 
destroyed destruido 4.086 0.612 
detailed detallado 4.2 0.632 
detained detenido 4.314 0.796 
determined determinado 5.229 0.547 
diaphanous diáfano 3.229  1.031
dictate dictamen 3.886 0.796 
different diferente 5.457 0.611 
difficult difícil 4.143 0.692 
diffuse difuso 4.714 0.667 
dignified digno 3.8 0.868 
diplomatic diplomático 5.771 0.426 
direct directo 6 0 
disagreeable desagradable 4.429 0.815 
disciple discípulo 4.714 0.825 
discrete discreto 5.914 0.284 
disgraced desgraciado 4.486 0.507 
disorderly desordenado 3.943 0.765 
disproportion desproporción 5.343 0.765 
distinct distinto 5.314 0.718 
distinguished distinguido 4.571 0.502 
distracted distraído 4.429 0.608 
distributed distribuido 5.257 0.611 
diverse diverso 5.886 0.323 
diverted divertido 5.314 0.53 
divided dividido 5.143 0.692 
divine divino 5.943 0.236 
docile dócil 5.771 0.426 
dolorous doloroso 5.314 0.718 
domestic doméstico 5.714 0.519 
dominant dominante 5.829 0.382 
dormant dormido 4.714 0.667 
double doble 5.114 0.9 
doubtful dudoso 2.6  0.946
dramatic dramático 5.6 0.553 
dynamic dinámico 5.086 0.658 
ecclasiastic eclesiástico 5 0.874 
economic económico 5.714 0.458 
effective efectivo 5.514 0.507 
efficacious eficaz 2.914  0.742
efficacious eficacia 3.857 0.742 
elected elegido 3.371  0.843
electric eléctrico 5.857 0.355 
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elegant elegante 6 0 
elementary elemento 4.4 0.497 
elementary elemental 4.4 0.553 
elevated elevado 4.829 0.664 
eloquent elocuente 4.543 0.657 
eminent eminente 5.914 0.284 
enamored enamorado 5.343 0.482 
enchanted encantado 3.971 0.822 
encountered encontrado 4.514 0.702 
energetic enérgico 5 0.728 
enormous enorme 4.857 0.601 
entire entero 4.286 0.75 
equal igual 3.257  0.860
errant errante 5.971 0.169 
erudite erudito 5.771 0.426 
essential esencial 5.629 0.49 
established establecido 4.857 0.601 
eternal eterno 4.943 0.684 
ethical ético 3.314  0.725
evident evidente 5.829 0.382 
exact exacto 6 0 
exaggerated exagerado 4.771 0.598 
exalted exaltado 5.371 0.49 
excellent excelente 5.514 0.658 
exceptional excepcional 5.629 0.547 
excessive exceso 4.257 0.701 
excessive excesivo 5.257 0.611 
exclusive exclusivo 5.886 0.323 
exemplary ejemplar 3.971 0.822 
exempt exento 4.057 0.765 
existent existente 5.943 0.236 
exotic exótico 5.8 0.406 
exposed expuesto 3.486  0.919
express expreso 6.029 0.169 
expressive expresivo 5.486 0.612 
exquisite exquisito 5.743 0.443 
extended extendido 5.086 0.612 
extensive extenso 4.514 0.562 
exterior exterior 7 0 
external externo 5.143 0.845 
extraordinary extraordinario 5.143 0.55 
extravagant extravagante 5.943 0.236 
extreme extremo 5.971 0.169 
fabulous fabuloso 5.543 0.611 
facile fácil 5.971 0.169 
faithful fiel 2.171 0.453 
false falso 5.971 0.169 
familiar familiar 7 0 
famous famoso 5.343 0.482 
fantastic fantástico 5.829 0.382 
fatal fatal 7 0 
fatigued fatigado 5.029 0.618 
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favorable favorable 7 0 
favorite favorito 5.857 0.355 
fecund fecundo 5.886 0.323 
feigned fingido 2.943  0.765
felicitous feliz 3.114  0.796
feminine femenino 5.771 0.426 
ferocious feroz 3.171  0.891
ferrous férreo 4.486 0.742 
fertile fértil 5.857 0.355 
final final 7 0 
fine fino 5.629 0.598 
finite finito 5.857 0.355 
firm firme 6 0 
fiscal fiscal 7 0 
fixed fijo 3.229  0.910
flaccid flaco 3.914 0.658 
florid florido 5.857 0.355 
forced forzado 4.029 0.747 
forced forzada 4.457 0.78 
formal formal 7 0 
formed formado 5.086 0.612 
formidable formidable 7 0 
fortunate afortunado 4.171 0.954 
founded fundado 3.943 0.802 
fragile frágil 5.914 0.284 
frank franco 5.057 0.639 
frenetic frenético 5.857 0.355 
frequent frecuente 5.2 0.632 
fresh fresco 4.971 0.382 
fugacious fugaz 3.114  0.900
fundamental fundamental 7 0 
funebrial fúnebre 3.743 0.919 
funereal fúnebre 3.314  0.676
furious furioso 5.543 0.561 
gallant galante 5.143 0.692 
general general 7 0 
generous generoso 5.714 0.519 
genial genial 7 0 
gentle gentil 5.057 0.684 
geographical geográfico 4.8 0.584 
giant gigante 4.229 0.942 
gigantic gigantesco 4.714 0.622 
glorious glorioso 5.6 0.553 
gothic gótico 4.571 0.504 
gracious gracioso 5.2 0.531 
grand grande 6 0 
grateful grato 3.571  0.778
grave grave 7 0 
habitual habítual 6.457 0.657 
harmonic armónico 3.543  1.147
heroic heroico 5.857 0.43 
historical histórico 5.114 0.583 
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honest honesto 6 0 
honored honrado 4.629 0.731 
horrible horrible 7 0 
hostile hostil 5.857 0.355 
humble humilde 4.257 0.701 
humid húmedo 4.2 0.719 
humorous humorístico 4.8 0.677 
ideal ideal 7 0 
identical idéntico 5.2 0.584 
ignorant ignorante 5.914 0.284 
ignored ignorado 5.143 0.648 
illuminated iluminado 4.914 0.373 
illustrated ilustrado 5 0.642 
illustrious ilustre 4.171 0.707 
imaginary imaginario 5.371 0.646 
immediate inmediato 5.143 0.601 
immense inmenso 5.257 0.701 
immobile inmóvil 5.2 0.777 
immortal inmortal 6.314 0.631 
impassioned apasionado 3.429  0.917
impatience impaciencia 5.257 0.701 
impatient impaciente 5.114 0.676 
impenetrable impenetrable 6.829 0.453 
imperial imperial 7 0 
implacable implacable 7 0 
important importante 5.971 0.169 
imposing imponente 3.571  0.815
impossible imposible 5.857 0.494 
impure impuro 5.743 0.443 
incapable incapaz 4.086 0.781 
incarnate encarnado 3.829 1.224 
incessant incesante 5.229 0.69 
inclusive incluso 4.486 0.507 
incomparable incomparable 7 0 
incomplete incompleto 5.714 0.458 
inconvenient inconveniente 5.971 0.169 
increased crecido 1.486  0.658
increasing creciente 2.029  1.098
incredible increíble 5.543 0.611 
indecisive indeciso 4.571 0.655 
indefinable indefinible 5.943 0.482 
independent independiente 5.714 0.458 
indifferent indiferente 5.514 0.562 
indignant indigno 4.686 0.471 
indirect indirecto 5.943 0.236 
indiscreet indiscreto 5.686 0.471 
indispensable indispensable 6.971 0.169 
individual individual 7 0 
indubitable indudable 4.914 0.658 
industrial industrial 7 0 
ineffable inefable 5.943 0.639 
inevitable inevitable 7 0 
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inexorable inexorable 6.971 0.169 
infantile infantil 5.743 0.505 
infelicitous infeliz 3.229  0.770
inferior inferior 7 0 
infernal infernal 7 0 
infinite infinito 5.743 0.443 
infirm enfermo 3.657 1.056 
ingenious ingenioso 5.714 0.458 
ingenuous ingenuo 4.971 0.618 
initial inicial 5.743 0.443 
initiated iniciado 4.343 1.027 
innocent inocente 5.514 0.507 
innumerable innumerable 7 0 
inoffensive inofensivo 5.6 0.497 
inseparable inseparable 7 0 
insignificant insignificante 5.943 0.236 
inspired inspirado 5.914 0.373 
installed instalado 4.943 0.539 
instant instante 5.971 0.169 
instinctive instintivo 5.371 0.646 
instructed instruido 4.543 0.561 
integral integral 7 0 
intellectual intelectual 5.971 0.296 
intelligent inteligente 5.571 0.502 
intense intenso 5.771 0.426 
interested interesado 5.086 0.562 
interesting interesante 4.943 0.591 
interior interior 7 0 
interminable interminable 6.857 0.355 
internal interno 5.143 0.601 
international internacional 6.314 0.583 
interrupted interrumpido 3.914 0.742 
intimate íntimo 4.286 0.622 
invaded invadido 5.2 0.531 
invincible invencible 6.171 0.453 
invisible invisible 7 0 
invited invitado 5.171 0.568 
involved envuelto 2.429   
ironic irónico 5.857 0.355 
irreproachable irreprochable 6.257 0.443 
irresistible irresistible 6.286 0.458 
irresponsible irresponsable 5.857 0.43 
isolated aislado 2.857  1.004
joint junta 3.429  0.884
judicial judicial 7 0 
judicious juicioso 4.629 0.69 
juridical jurídico 5.171 0.568 
just justo 5.657 0.459 
justified justificado 5.114 0.53 
juvenile juvenil 5.829 0.382 
laborious laborioso 5.486 0.507 
lamentable lamentable 7 0 
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large largo 5.714 0.458 
latent latente 5.971 0.169 
legal legal 7 0 
legitimate legítimo 4.857 0.692 
liberal libre 3.971 0.664 
liberal liberal 7 0 
licensed licenciado 4.229 0.69 
licit lícito 5.857 0.355 
limited limitado 5.229 0.789 
limpid limpio 5.286 0.789 
literary literario 4.8 0.759 
littoral litoral 5.829 0.382 
local local 7 0 
logical lógico 5.229 0.547 
loyal leal 3.229 0.731 
luminous luminoso 5.343 0.591 
lyrical lírico 4.429 0.739 
magical mágico 5.4 0.497 
magisterial magistral 5.229 0.547 
magnificent magnífico 4.857 0.55 
major mayor 5.486 0.562 
manage manejo 3.771 0.91 
marine marino 5.857 0.355 
marine marina 5.971 0.169 
maritime marítimo 5.857 0.355 
marked marcado 4 0.874 
marvelous maravilloso 4.371 0.91 
maternal materno 5.029 0.568 
mathematical matemático 5.029 0.568 
mature maduro 4.257 0.701 
maximum máximo 4.771 0.69 
mechanical mecánico 4.886 0.9 
median mediano 5.886 0.323 
medical médico 5.229 0.646 
medicinal medicinal 7 0 
medieval medieval 7 0 
mediocre mediocre 7 0 
medium medio 4.571 0.655 
melancholic melancólico 5.029 0.568 
mental mental 7 0 
mentioned mencionado 4.343 0.765 
meridional meridional 6.971 0.169 
merited merecido 4.086 0.781 
merited mérito 4.943 0.639 
metallic metálico 5.571 0.558 
methodical método 3.514  0.951
methodical metódico 4.629 0.598 
military militar 5.514 0.562 
minimum mínimo 5.571 0.502 
ministerial ministerial 6.971 0.169 
minor menor 5.457 0.741 
minus menos 4.571 0.608 
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miserable miserable 7 0 
mix mezcla 2.143  0.648
mixed mezclado 2.429  0.850
mixed mixto 5.6 0.497 
mobile móvil 4.486 0.919 
modern moderno 6 0 
modest modesto 5.971 0.169 
monstrous monstruoso 5.2 0.584 
mortal mortal 7 0 
mounted montado 4.114 0.676 
much mucho 5.971 0.169 
multiple múltiple 6.629 0.49 
municipal municipal 7 0 
mute mudo 4.086 0.781 
mutual mutuo 4.8 0.868 
my mi 5.486 0.702 
mysterious misterioso 4.829 0.664 
national nacional 5.914 0.284 
native nativo 5.943 0.236 
natural natural 7 0 
necessary necesario 5.543 0.505 
necessitous necesitado 4.486 0.781 
negative negativo 5.714 0.519 
negative negativa 5.886 0.323 
nervous nervioso 4.971 0.664 
nine nueve 3.029  0.453
noble noble 7 0 
nocturnal nocturno 5.543 0.505 
normal normal 7 0 
notable notable 7 0 
notary notario 5.086 0.702 
notorious notorio 5.229 0.49 
nourished nutrido 3.971 0.785 
novelesque novelesco 4.943 0.938 
novelistic novelesco 4.8 0.473 
nude desnudo 2.457  1.421
numerous numeroso 5.286 0.519 
nutritive nutritivo 5.743 0.443 
obligatory obligatorio 5.286 0.519 
obliged obligado 5.314 0.631 
obscure obscuro 5.943 0.236 
observed observado 5.343 0.482 
obsessed obsesionado 4.629 0.49 
obverse anverso 2.057  0.938
occidental occidental 6.914 0.284 
occurred ocurrido 4.886 0.631 
official oficial 5.857 0.355 
one uno 2.371  1.003
opaque opaco 5.086 0.742 
opportune oportuno 5.143 0.692 
oral oral 7 0 
ordered ordenado 4.486 0.658 
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ordinary ordinario 5.571 0.502 
organic orgánico 5.914 0.284 
organized organizado 5.314 0.583 
oriental oriental 7 0 
oriented orientado 5.4 0.553 
original original 7 0 
overt abierto 1.143  0.355
pacific pacífico 5.886 0.323 
painful penoso 2.657  0.802
painted pintado 3.171  0.857
pallid pálido 4.314 0.758 
palpitating palpitante 5.114 0.718 
parallel paralelo 4.886 0.718 
parliamentary parlamentario 5 0.686 
partial parcial 5.657 0.539 
particular particular 7 0 
passed pasado 4.286 0.622 
paternal paterno 5.229 0.598 
pathetic patético 4.971 0.707 
patriotic patriótico 5.743 0.443 
peaceable apacible 2.114  1.078
peculiar peculiar 7 0 
pedagogic pedagógico 5.6 0.431 
pending pendiente 4.429 0.655 
peninsular peninsular 6.971 0.169 
perdurable perdurable 7 0 
perennial perenne 4.286 0.789 
perfect perfecto 6 0 
perilous peligroso 3.886 0.932 
periodical periódico 5.057 0.539 
permanent permanente 6 0 
perpetual perpetuo 4.971 0.618 
persistent persistente 5.829 0.382 
personal personal 7 0 
pharmaceutical farmacéutico 4.2 0.868 
philosophical filosófico 3.686 1.183 
physical físico 3.229  0.817
physiological fisiológico 3.6  1.241
picturesque pintoresco 3.686 0.796 
pious piadoso 3.314  1.078
pious pío 4.314 0.718 
placid plácido 5.6 0.604 
planted planteado 4.457 0.701 
platonic platónico 5.686 0.471 
poetic poético 5.743 0.443 
political político 5.343 0.591 
poor pobre 2.886  0.796
popular popular 7 0 
portentous portentoso 5.314 0.471 
positive positivo 5.971 0.169 
possible posible 6.286 0.622 
potent potente 5.886 0.323 
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powerful poderoso 2.714  0.750
practical práctico 5.143 0.648 
precious precioso 5.029 0.707 
precise preciso 5.4 0.775 
preferred preferido 4.886 0.583 
preoccupied preocupado 5.057 0.591 
prepared preparado 5.371 0.547 
present presente 6 0 
presented presentado 5.2 0.632 
presumptuous presuntuoso 4.257 0.741 
presupposed presupuesto 3.8 0.933 
previous previo 4.8 0.531 
primary primero 4.829 0.618 
primary primario 4.971 0.707 
prime prima 5.914 0.284 
primitive primitivo 5.886 0.323 
primordial primordial 7 0 
principal principal 7 0 
private privado 5.371 0.49 
proclaimed proclamado 5 0.594 
prodigious prodigioso 5.2 0.632 
produced producido 4.743 0.561 
professional profesional 6.057 0.236 
profitable provechoso 3.143  0.845
profound profundo 5.314 0.583 
progressive progresivo 5.429 0.502 
prolonged prolongado 5.371 0.49 
pronounced pronunciado 5.057 0.639 
proper propio 4.286 0.789 
propitious propicio 4.057 0.802 
proprietary propietario 5 0.767 
provisional provisional 6.971 0.169 
proximal próximo 5.343 0.539 
prudent prudente 5.886 0.404 
psychological psicológico 4.314 0.832 
published publicado 4.686 0.631 
puerile pueril 5.714 0.572 
pure puro 5.8 0.406 
qualified calificado 3.086  0.796
quarto cuarto 4.629 1.262 
quiet quieto 5.857 0.355 
racial racial 7 0 
radical radical 7 0 
rancid rancio 4.886 0.993 
rapacious rapaz 3.4  0.881
rapid rápido 5.914 0.284 
rare raro 5.829 0.382 
real real 7 0 
realized realizado 5.229 0.69 
reasonable razonable 4.286 0.893 
rebellious revoltoso 3.771 1.031 
received recibido 3.971 0.664 
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recent reciente 5.086 0.562 
recognized reconocido 4.286 0.71 
rectangular rectangular 7 0 
reduced reducido 4.8 0.584 
referential referente 4.914 0.612 
referred referido 4.8 0.473 
refined refinado 5.114 0.631 
regal regio 3.914 0.781 
registered registrado 5.029 0.747 
regress regreso 5.714 0.458 
regular regular 7 0 
related relacionado 3.771 0.731 
relative relativo 5.771 0.426 
relief relieve 4.743 0.741 
religious religioso 5.343 0.482 
remote remoto 5.743 0.443 
representative representativo 5.114 0.53 
representative representante 5.657 0.482 
represented representado 5.4 0.553 
repugnant repugnante 5.943 0.236 
reserved reservado 5.343 0.539 
respectable respetable 5.657 0.591 
respective respecto 4.629 0.49 
respective respectivo 5.771 0.49 
responsible responsable 5.914 0.284 
retired retirado 4.943 0.684 
reunited reunido 4.943 0.539 
reverse revés 3.686 0.963 
revolutionary revolucionario 5.029 0.747 
rich rico 4.6 0.946 
ridiculous ridículo 4.829 0.785 
right recto 2.886  0.796
rigid rígido 5.943 0.236 
rigorous riguroso 5.057 0.684 
robust robusto 5.857 0.355 
romantic romántico 5.857 0.355 
rotund rotundo 5.857 0.355 
round ronda 2.971  0.707
round redondo 4.229 1.003 
royal regio 2.314  0.796
rude rudo 5.657 0.539 
ruined arruinado 3.4  1.218
ruptured roto 2.057  0.338
rural rural 7 0 
rustic rústico 5.771 0.49 
sacred sagrado 3.371  0.843
salient saliente 5.829 0.382 
salubrious saludable 3.371  0.877
sane sano 5.714 0.458 
satisfactory satisfactorio 5.343 0.591 
satisfied satisfecho 3.971 0.747 
savage salvaje 3.857 0.912 
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savory sabroso 2.829  0.891
savvy sabiduría 2.029  0.568
scarce escaso 2.257  1.094
scholastic escolástico 3.771 1.165 
scientific científico 4.429 1.243 
second segundo 3.743 0.78 
secondary secundario 4.943 0.684 
secular secular 7 0 
secure seguro 4.343 0.726 
select selecto 5.829 0.382 
sensible sensible 7 0 
sensitive sensitivo 5.971 0.169 
sensual sensual 7 0 
sentimental sentimental 7 0 
separated separado 4.886 0.631 
serene sereno 5.886 0.323 
serious serio 4.286 0.893 
seventh séptimo 2.571  0.850
severe severo 5.886 0.323 
sexual sexual 7 0 
significant significativo 5.429 0.558 
silent silencioso 5.229 0.646 
similar similar 7 0 
simple simple 7 0 
sincere sincero 5.8 0.406 
sindical sindical 7 0 
singular singular 7 0 
situated situado 5.057 0.591 
six seis 3.229  0.910
social social 7 0 
socialist socialista 5.914 0.284 
solar solar 7 0 
solemn solemne 5.686 0.676 
solid sólido 5.771 0.49 
solitary solitario 5.429 0.558 
somber sombrío 4.514 0.658 
south sur 2.314  0.900
special especial 5.6 0.881 
spicy espeso 2  1.000
spiritual espiritual 4.829 1.505 
splendid espléndido 4 0.97 
spontaneous espontáneo 3.886 0.796 
sporadic esporádico 3.886 1.157 
sterile estéril 4.286 1.1 
strange extraño 1.714  0.926
strict estricto 4.543 1.067 
studied estudiado 3.714 1.017 
stupendous estupendo 3.629  1.165
stupid estúpido 4.657 0.838 
sublime sublime 7 0 
submerged sumergido 4.571 0.502 
substituted sustituido 4.886 0.758 
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subterranean subterráneo 5 0.686 
subtle sutil 3.286  0.758
successive sucesivo 4.943 0.639 
succinct sucinto 4.857 0.648 
sufficient suficiente 5.771 0.426 
superb soberbio 3.543  0.919
superficial superficial 6.971 0.169 
superfluous superfluo 5.171 0.664 
superior superior 7 0 
supposed supuesto 3.971 0.707 
supreme supremo 5.971 0.169 
surd sordo 3.371  1.060
surprised sorprendido 3.486 0.887 
surprising sorprendente 3.057  0.684
suspicious sospechoso 3.343  0.725
sustained sostenido 3.6  0.946
svelte esbelto 1.486  0.818
symbolic simbólico 5.114 0.718 
sympathetic simpático 4.829 0.664 
tardy tardío 5.2 0.584 
technical técnico 4.2 0.677 
temporal temporal 7 0 
tenacious tenaz 3.114  0.867
tender tierno 2.657  0.684
terminated terminado 5.257 0.611 
terrestrial terrestre 4.514 0.658 
terrible terrible 7 0 
terse terso 5.457 0.817 
tertiary tercero 3.657  0.873
theatrical teatral 3.829 0.747 
theoretical teórico 3.171  1.382
three tres 3.4  0.775
timid tímido 5.971 0.169 
titled titulado 4.4 0.695 
tolerance tolerancia 5.571 0.558 
topical tópico 4.971 0.514 
touching tocante 2.886  0.758
traditional tradicional 5.943 0.236 
tragic trágico 5.743 0.561 
tranquil tranquilo 5.857 0.355 
transformed transformado 5.343 0.539 
transient transeúnte 4.4 0.695 
transparent transparente 5.886 0.323 
trembling tembloroso 4.714 0.926 
tremendous tremendo 5.086 0.658 
tremulous tembloroso 4.457 0.852 
triangular triangular 7 0 
triumphant triunfante 4.343 0.539 
turquoise turquesa 4.257 0.657 
typical típico 3.914 0.702 
ulterior ulterior 7 0 




unanimous unánime 4.371 0.877 
uncertain incierto 2.943  1.056
unconscious inconsciente 3.371  0.775
uncultivated inculto 2.343  1.056
unequal desigual 1.543  0.852
unique único 4.4 0.604 
united unido 4.629 0.547 
universal universal 7 0 
unjust injusto 4.714 0.789 
unquiet inquieto 4.314 0.932 
unsupportable insoportable 4.2 0.833 
unsuspected insospechado 2.886  1.022
urban urbano 6 0 
urgent urgente 6 0 
used usado 4.629 0.808 
utilized utilizado 5.229 0.49 
vacuous vacío 3.286  0.987
vague vago 3.943 0.906 
vain vano 4.314 0.796 
valiant valiente 5.543 0.505 
vanquished vencido 2.61  0.873
varied variado 4.714 0.572 
various vario 5.686 0.583 
vast vasto 5.914 0.284 
vehement vehemente 5.971 0.169 
venerable venerable 7 0 
verdant verde 3.943 1.056 
verity verdad 4 0.84 
vested vestido 4.914 0.612 
vibrant vibrante 5.886 0.323 
violent violento 6 0 
virile viril 5.743 0.611 
virtuous virtuoso 5.743 0.443 
visible visible 7 0 
vital vital 7 0 
vivid vívido 5.971 0.169 
vocable vocablo 5.571 0.558 
voluntary voluntario 5.457 0.611 













Table 3: Distribution of Transparency Ratings for Nouns and Adjectives on a 1 to 7 Scale. 
 Rating  Example  Number  Percentage 
 7.0 idea-idea 173 7.21% 
  natural-natural 
 6.0 to 6.999  carbon-carbón 126 5.25% 
  habitual— habítual 
 5.0 to 5.999 attention-atención 1041 43.36% 
  generous-generoso 
 4.0 to 4.999  disaster-desastre 556 23.16% 
  indecisive-indeciso 
 3.0 to 3.999 government-gobierno 312 12.99% 
  attentive--atento 
 2.0 to 2.999 ambassador-embajador 141 5.87% 
  faithful-fiel 
 1.0 to 1.999  warrior-guerrero         52                  2.17%  
    svelte-esbelto 
55 
